The Book Thief Vocabulary

Part 1
abhorrence: hate and
disgust

Part 2
allude: suggest or call
attention to indirectly;
hint at.

abrasive: tending to
annoy or is overly
aggressive

animosity: strong dislike
or ill will

admonish:
to scold or caution

aptitude: a natural
talent

affable: friendly

benign: favorable or
pleasant

agitation: persistent
urging or annoyance

blatant: obvious

coax: to influence by
gentle urging, special
attention, or flattering

flippant: showing a lack
of seriousness that is
thought inappropriate

gingerly: very cautious or
careful

ire: strong anger

versatility: able to do
many different kinds of
things
apprentice: a person
who is learning a trade
or art by experience
under a skilled worker
fanatical: overly
enthusiastic or devoted

deterrent: to
discourage somebody
from taking action or
prevent something from
happening
awash: having more of
something than is
desirable or
manageable

Part 3
bluster: vain and empty
boasting

Part 4
conglomerate: a gathering or
mixture

calamity: an event resulting in
great loss and misfortune

crux: the most important point
dormant: inactive

capitulate: to surrender

culminate: to end or arrive at a
final stage

commence: to begin

cynicism: a feeling of distrust

concoction: a peculiar mixture

diminutive: tiny

brandished: to wave
something about, especially a
weapon, in a menacing,
theatrical, or triumphant way.

sedate: dignified, subdued, and
lacking any sense of hurry or
urgency

evade: cleverly escape
somebody or something

Part 5
disdain: lack of respect
accompanied by a feeling
of intense dislike

despondently: extremely
unhappy and discouraged

flippant: disrespectful,
shallow; lacking seriousness
foreboding: a feeling of evil
to come
conglomeration: a cohering
mass; cluster
doggedly: with persistent
effort; with stubborn
tenacity
admonished: reproved
gently but earnestly

benign: having a kind and
gentle disposition or
appearance

brigade:
a group of people organized to
achieve a particular goal or
characterized by a common
trait such as attitude,
background, appearance or
activities

twinge: a sudden brief
uncomfortable position

Pfennig: a sub-unit of former
German currency

quell: to suppress; put an
end to; extinguish

euphoric: extremely happy or
excited

repertoire: the range of
techniques, abilities, or skills that
somebody has

miscreants: evildoers; villains
livid: extremely angry;
furious

foreboding: a feeling
that something bad is
going to happen

Part 5
fruition: something that is
made real or concrete

Part 6
infamy: evil fame or
public reputation

Part 7
malignant: dangerous or
harmful

genially: in an affable
manner

innocuously: not
harmful to physical or
mental health

misogynistic: a hatred of
women

Part 8
ostracism: exclusion
pensive: thoughtful

grapple: tackle,
confront, struggle with

morose: gloomy; ill humored
irrefutable: impossible
to deny or disprove

illustrious: widely known
and esteemed

levity: lack of
seriousness

perpetual: continuing forever
prolific: producing in large
quantity

nefarious: extremely wicked

hiatus: a missing piece
onslaught: a sudden and
severe onset of trouble

malice: desire to harm
another

Part 10
repertoire: the entire range
of skills or aptitudes or
devices used in a particular
field or occupation

raucous: unpleasantly loud and
harsh

transgressor: a person who
breaks a law or moral code
trepidation: a feeling of
alarm or dread
indignant: angry or
annoyed at the apparent
unfairness or
unreasonableness of
something
innocuous: harmless

* Quizzes for parts 5-10 will have 5 new words, and five words from previous quizzes.

